Workshops/ Short-Term Courses/ Seminars Organized:


10. “Counseling Techniques” for faculty one-day workshop under faculty development, BEC-TEQIP 25-08-06.

11. “Global skills enhancement” for girls, three day work, organized under Tribal & Women Development, BEC-TEQIP, 15-17 Sept. 2006.


17. “MATLAB Programming for Electrical & Electronics Engineers”, one-day workshop under Faculty Development Activity of BEC-TEQIP, BEC Bagalkot, 16 October 2006.


30. “Understanding Power Systems through Software Packages”, one day seminar by Dr. R. Nagaraja, MD PRDC Bangalore organized by BEC-IEEE student branch. 06.02.2010.


32. Two day hub level event titled “Inn-Wie-tion” – Workshop on MatLab, Robust: Robotic contest, Quizes: Acquentomath, IT and General, Movie making competition on theme “Women in Engineering”. 31st March and 1st April 2012.

33. Seminar on “Innovative Ideas and Projects” by Dr. R. N. Herkal, Principal BEC Bagalkot on 22nd March 2012.

34. Two days workshop on “How to Teach Electromagnetics”, “Nanoelectronics” and “Recent Developments in Wind Turbine Generators”. Speakers: Dr. Anand K Kulkarni, Professor of Emeritus MTU MI USA and Mr. Damodar K Kulkarni, Electrical Consultant Gujarat. Date: 15th and 16th Feb 2012.

35. One day workshop “Curriculum Development, Revision and Restructuring – M.Tech PES”, on 4th March 2013 under TEQIP-II.

36. Three days SDP on “Electromagnetics”, by Dr. Anand K. Kulkarni, Professor of Emeritus,Dept of ECE, Michigan Technological University, USA, 1st to 3rd March 2013. Organized under TEQIP-II.

37. Two days National Workshop on “Sustainable Innovation – an End-to-End Approach from 29th to 30th Jan 2014 organized under TEQIP-II.

38. Two days hands-on workshop on “MatLab Programming for Electrical and Electronics Engineers”, on 30th and 31st Dec 2013 under TEQIP-II.